Against All Odds, Retailers Are Upbeat for Growth

- Tariffs Raise Retail Prices & Curb Consumer Spend
- Retailers Pursue Growth Despite Potential Downturn

New Offerings Reflect Millennial & Gen Z Purchasing Power

- Retailers Introduce New Revenue Streams Inspired by Startups
- Omnichannel is Officially Obsolete
- Retailers Bank on Payment Options
- Trends in In-Store Checkout Innovation
- Reimagined Retail Requires New Metrics

Survey Demographics

The 2020 BDO Retail Rationalized Survey polled 100 CFOs at U.S. retail organizations with revenues ranging from $250 million to $3 billion in October and November 2019. The survey was conducted by Rabin Research Company, an independent marketing research firm, using Op4G’s panel of executives.

Retail Rationalized is the idea that middle market and emerging commerce businesses—with fewer resources and heightened pressure from investors—are focused on business strategy and scaling up, but they need to give equal weight to financial management. Rational retailers have a strong sense of purpose and understand that innovation will only generate ROI if it’s based on a solid financial foundation and strategic choices. It’s no longer about who can check every box for a product or service. It’s about who has the clearest focus, the most thorough transformation strategy and the most financial flexibility.
Against All Odds, Retailers are Upbeat for Growth

Retailers are starting to get their bearings in a new economy. Savvy consumers, market volatility surrounding trade negotiations, ongoing digital disruption…none of it appears to be stifling them.

In fact, 73% of retail CFOs consider their companies to be thriving—profitable and experiencing robust growth—and expect continued momentum in 2020.

73% of retail CFOs say their business is thriving

IN 2020:

- 83% anticipate a revenue increase
- 77% expect higher profitability

TOP 3 PRIORITIES FOR 2020:

- 28% Investing in technology or infrastructure
- 16% Data Privacy
- 15% Preparing for an economic downturn

“Retail bankruptcies are accelerating, trade tensions are hindering sales, and a recession could be looming. And yet, many retailers are thriving in uncertainty, refuting the rumors of an industry-wide apocalypse. But even today’s retail winners may stumble if the economy takes a turn for the worse and consumer spending drops off. Choppy waters lie ahead. To stay afloat, retailers must balance smart, customer-centric investment with financial discipline.”

NATALIE KOTLYAR
Partner And Retail & Consumer Products Practice Leader
TARIFFS RAISE RETAIL PRICES & CURB CONSUMER SPEND

Retailers are wary of trade tensions heading into 2020. When considering their greatest geopolitical risks, most important policy priorities for the U.S. presidential election and their total tax liabilities, trade and tariffs top the list.

TOP 3 GEOPOLITICAL RISKS:

- 28% International Trade Tensions
- 22% U.S. Election
- 19% Potential Economic Downturn

TOP 3 PRESIDENTIAL ELECTION POLICY PRIORITIES:

- 39% Trade and Tariffs
- 21% Tax Reform
- 14% International Security and Diplomacy

TOP 3 TAX ISSUES:

- 29% Navigating Shifting Trade and Tariff Policies
- 20% Tax Transformation
- 19% Uncertainty around digital taxation
Although at the start of the U.S.-China trade war, the impact of tariffs was largely relegated to manufacturers, retailers and consumers have since learned they are not immune. In August 2019, President Trump imposed a new round of Section 301 tariffs of 15% on “List 4” items, which comprised everything from cotton to electronics.

Trade tensions and their uncertainties are likely to continue in the run-up to the 2020 election. Regardless of whether or not tariffs are lifted, retailers will be fighting an uphill battle. Even if a trade deal with China is inked and all tariffs are lifted, retailers will still be tasked with shedding the excess inventory that many stockpiled before tariffs set in. If more tariffs are implemented, inventory orders for the first half of 2020 will see substantial cost increases, especially for small and mid-sized retailers that have less leverage with suppliers.

Larger players can flat out refuse to accept tariff increases. Bed, Bath and Beyond and Target for example, have given their brand suppliers a tough choice: absorb the tariff costs or get a new buyer, according to Axios.

In response to escalating trade tensions, 40% of retail CFOs said they have raised prices on goods—a move that could heavily impact early 2020 sales and margins. Unfortunately for retailers, consumers of all generations are aware of today’s geopolitical issues and many are concerned about what it means for their wallets. Ahead of the crucial year-end stretch, 25% of consumers said they would decrease their holiday spend this year due to trade tensions, according to BDO’s 2019 Consumer Beat Survey.

Forty percent of retail CFOs also said they have considered other domestic alternatives for supply sourcing, and nearly the same proportion (39%) have considered sourcing from other countries outside of China.

The trade war with China has been an impetus for executives to rethink their global supply chains. However, rising costs of labor in China and other trends mean supply chains will be under review regardless of the outcome of this round of trade negotiations.

“Moving operations to more attractive locations like Vietnam and Malaysia are complex, and passing down tariff costs to today’s consumers is not a sustainable option. There are steps retailers can take to reduce their liabilities, but absolutely nothing should be done without first understanding your exposure to tariffs throughout the entire supply chain.”

DAMON V. PIKE
BDO’s Customs & International Trade Services Leader
RETAILERS PURSUE GROWTH DESPITE POTENTIAL DOWNTURN

More than half of retailers (57%) anticipate a recession in the next 1-2 years, while 22% say a potential economic downturn is their business’ greatest threat in 2020. With limited offerings often seen as a luxury, specialty retailers, in particular, are more worried about the impact of a downturn compared to other sectors.

These concerns are well-founded, especially when considering that more than 1-in-3 consumers said they would decrease their Q4 2019 spending due to an economic downturn.

Still, retailers aren’t letting the anticipation of a downturn hinder their growth plans.
While restructurings and PE investment have historically been signals of distress for retailers, so-called Thrivers are proving they don’t need to be. A full 40% of Thrivers are restructuring or reorganizing in 2020, and 32% are seeking PE investment. Meanwhile, more than half of all retailers (53%) secured capital last year and among those who did, nearly all (89%) will look for more next year.

Retailers aren’t shying away from using outside funds to capitalize on growth, but without adequate reserves to withstand a recession, any growth could be usurped by significant debt.

**GROWTH STRATEGIES RETAILERS ARE PLANNING TO PURSUE IN 2020**

- **Digital Transformation**: 67%
- **Product or Service Expansion**: 65%
- **Restructuring or Reorganization**: 40%
- **Geographic Expansion**: 36%
- **PE Investment**: 30%
- **M&A**: 25%
- **IPO**: 9%

**PRIMARY USE FOR OUTSIDE CAPITAL**

- **24%**: To Remain Stable
- **17%**: To Drive a Turnaround Strategy
- **59%**: To Capitalize on Growth
New Offerings Reflect Millennial and Gen Z Purchasing Power

Millennials comprise 31.5% of the global population, while Gen Z accounts for 32%, according to a Bloomberg analysis. The majority of people in the world today have grown up in an era of global connectivity and limitless access—to endless options, experiences, opinions and education. If their needs aren't met in one place, there is greener grass somewhere else, and they will find it. Retailers are all striving to be the greener grass for Millennials and Gen Z, but some may be underestimating what it takes.

Being responsive to shifts in customer demand extends not only to the customer experience, but to the products and services offered and the means of selling them. It’s for this reason 65% of retailers are expanding their products and services in 2020.

RETAILERS’ INTRODUCE NEW REVENUE STREAMS INSPIRED BY STARTUPS

“Recommerce” startups—or those offering resale, rental and other subscription services—have surged in popularity as consumers prioritize sustainability, unique merchandise and pure convenience. Now that these startups have effectively proven their concepts, established retailers are realizing the importance of suiting up for the recommerce show.

Retailers are wise to embrace new business models and diversify their revenue streams, but the costs and benefits of implementation need to be carefully analyzed before moving forward.

14% see competitive pressures as their greatest threat in 2020.

Resale

Startups ThredUp, Poshmark and The RealReal are online marketplaces where consumers buy—and in some cases, sell—pre-owned goods, either new or used. Traditional retailers Macy’s and J.C. Penney are experimenting with resale through recently-announced partnerships with ThredUp, which includes sections in-store that feature pre-owned apparel otherwise not sold there.

PROS:
- Compete with new, innovative industry players, including customers
- Alleviate pressures of planned inventory buying with more opportunistic supply

CONS:
- Potential cannibalization of higher-priced or private-label goods
- Risk of brand deterioration due to lack of alignment with core competencies

47% of consumers have or would purchase pre-owned goods from a store

53% of consumers have or would purchase pre-owned goods from other consumers

74% of retailers currently offer or plan to offer a resale program in the next 12-18 months
Monthly Rental Boxes

Digitally-native brands Rent the Runway and Le Tote have capitalized on consumers’ desires for wear-once items at affordable prices, offering apparel from top brands for rent. Traditional retailers Banana Republic and Urban Outfitters have since launched rental services to capture dollars from the consumers who prefer not to repeat outfits.

PROS:

- Free up working capital with reduced or demand-based inventory holdings
- Lower stakes channel for product experimentation

CONS:

- High startup cost to build necessary infrastructure and customer acquisition
- Unpredictable damaged good expenses

24% consumers have or would rent goods

70% of retailers currently offer or plan to offer monthly rental boxes in the next 12-18 months

Subscription Services

Companies like Dollar Shave Club, Birch Box and Stitch Fix brought retail subscription services mainstream. Target and Under Armour followed suit in 2018, offering a carefully curated mix of items to consumers on a regular basis for a flat fee.

PROS:

- Better revenue forecasting
- Rich data on target consumers’ preferences and ability to anticipate trends

CONS:

- Increased shipping and packaging costs
- Challenges of operating in a saturated market

36% of consumers have or would use a retail subscription service

79% of retailers currently offer or plan to offer a subscription service in the next 12-18 months

*Consumer data sourced from BDO’s 2019 Consumer Beat Survey
As retailers look to reimagine their businesses and transform, it takes a combination of front-end and back-end. Retailers are most focused on building out their IT infrastructure and marketing functions to draw customers. They are also investing in their risk management and compliance departments as they weigh innovation and growth with risk.

**TARGET BUYERS FOR RESALE, MONTHLY RENTAL AND SUBSCRIPTION SERVICES:**

- **GENERATION Z**: 60%
- **MILLENNIALS**: 82%
- **GENERATION X**: 53%
- **BABY BOOMERS**: 21%

**TOP 3 DEPARTMENTS FOR INCREASED INVESTMENT:**

- **INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY (IT)**: 69%
- **MARKETING & SALES**: 69%
- **RISK MANAGEMENT & COMPLIANCE**: 60%
OMNICHANNEL IS OFFICIALLY OBSOLETE

The term "omnichannel" is now synonymous with "retail." It no longer has a separate meaning. Consumers don’t consider whether they're being serviced by a brick-and-mortar store or an e-commerce provider, they care that they are provided the optimal level of convenience or experience. Savvy brands are figuring out how to blur their channels, while developing strategies to seamlessly integrate new ones, including social and voice commerce, into their suites. It isn’t about being everywhere at all times, it’s about being available to the right customers in the right ways, as dictated by them.

Customers are warming up to the idea of using their smart speakers for purchases. In Q4 2019, more than 1-in-5 consumers (22%) said they planned to use a voice commerce tool like Amazon’s Alexa or Google Home for their holiday shopping. Looking forward, this is not a channel to be overlooked, as Juniper Research predicts the voice commerce market will reach $80 billion by 2023.

Across channels, retailers are prioritizing their e-commerce and mobile platforms. Reflecting the prevalence of shopping via social platforms like Instagram and Facebook, retailers are investing in their physical stores and social commerce platforms at the same levels.

RETAILERS RECENTLY MADE SIGNIFICANT INVESTMENTS IN THE FOLLOWING CHANNELS:

- **45%** E-COMMERCE
- **36%** MOBILE COMMERCE
- **29%** SOCIAL COMMERCE
- **29%** PHYSICAL STORES
- **18%** VOICE COMMERCE
RETAILERS BANK ON PAYMENT OPTIONS

Truly seamless shopping journeys mean eliminating friction from the browsing stage all the way through to purchase, regardless of channel. Customers demand efficiency in their transactions and value having options. A lack of payment options at checkout online can lead to cart abandonment. For retailers, this requires integrating digital payment processing systems in-store and adding plugins to checkout pages online and in apps. At the same time, cybersecurity considerations, processing fees and the costs of implementation should be weighed before rolling out new payment options.

PAYMENT OPTIONS OFFERED BY RETAILERS & USED BY SHOPPERS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Payment Option</th>
<th>Retailers (%)</th>
<th>Shoppers (%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>PayPal</td>
<td>90</td>
<td>86</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Apple Pay</td>
<td></td>
<td>85</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Private Label</td>
<td></td>
<td>36</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Credit Card</td>
<td></td>
<td>54</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Amazon Pay</td>
<td></td>
<td>84</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VENMO</td>
<td></td>
<td>71</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Afterpay</td>
<td></td>
<td>68</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bitcoin</td>
<td></td>
<td>53</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Retailers that currently offer or plan to offer payment option in the next 12-18 months
Consumers who have or would use payment option

*Consumer data sourced from BDO’s 2019 Consumer Beat Survey
Among all digital payments asked about, PayPal is the most widely offered by retailers and used by consumers, likely since it was one of the first to market. PayPal-owned Venmo has a lower adoption rate by consumers, but is becoming increasingly popular.

Amazon Pay, while newer to the market than competitor Apple Pay, has greater usage among customers for shopping, as it’s available on any device, whereas Apple Pay can only be used on Apple-owned products. However, according to Statista, there are an estimated 700 million iPhone users worldwide, and on later editions, Apple Pay comes pre-downloaded.

In addition to a personalized checkout experience and payment flexibility, today’s shoppers also wish to have control over their financing. When it comes to financing options, more than 1-in-3 consumers (35%) said they would prefer to pay for a big ticket item in a series of installments rather than in full. To accommodate this growing consumer market, a majority of retailers offer AfterPay, an interest-free buy now, pay later payment service.

Consumers overall are comfortable using digital payments, but some are slower to adopt certain services due to security concerns. Retailers, too, are worried about the impact of a data privacy breach. In fact, 23% of retail CFOs surveyed say a data privacy breach is their top 2020 business threat, the most-cited across all risks. At the same time, 29% cite data privacy as their greatest regulatory concern.

Retailers reduce their liabilities with digital wallets, as the banks or processors do not pass payment details to the merchants for purchases made online or via mobile. For in-store purchases using a digital method, following Payment Card Industry standards—including EMV compliance—for payment terminals can add a layer of security when implemented, according to the standards.

“Put simply, more convenient checkout equals higher conversion rates, but retailers must balance payment innovation with security risks. By taking a threat-based approach to cybersecurity, one that’s tailored to a retailers’ unique threat profile, retailers can shield themselves from steep fines and reputational blemishes.”

GREG SCHU
Partner in BDO’s Management & Technology Advisory Services Practice
TRENDS IN IN-STORE CHECKOUT INNOVATION

Retailers are also investing in in-store checkout innovations, which roughly fit into three main categories: adding self-checkout kiosks or aisles, deploying scan-as-you-go technology through mobile devices, or enabling tracked shopping through sensors and cameras.

Each option has pros and cons and requires a level of technology and capital investment that should be factored into potential ROI.

Once retailers understand their options, they must determine which path, if any, is right for their company and customer.

**SELF-CHECKOUT KIOSK**

**Employed By:** Target, CVS

**Pros:** Reduces checkout labor and lines.

**Cons:** More complicated with certain SKUs (e.g., vegetables) and can be time consuming for large purchases. Theft and mistakes are more common, and some consumers opt-out, viewing it as work.

**SCAN-AS-YOU-GO**

**Employed By:** Fairway

**Pros:** Reduces checkout labor and lines.

**Cons:** Some shoppers may perceive it as additional work. Cart size may also decline as shoppers see their totals adding up in real time. This initiative will require the retailer to develop a software application. Implementation could increase retailer’s inventory shrinkage.

**TRACKED-AS-YOU-GO**

**Employed By:** Amazon

**Pros:** Most frictionless option for consumers. No checkout labor or lines.

**Cons:** Requires significant technology investment. Some consumers may opt out due to privacy/tracking concerns. Cart size may also decline as shoppers see their totals adding up in real time.
REIMAGINED RETAIL REQUIRES NEW METRICS

Quantifying success in modern retail requires new metrics, but many are still relying on traditional performance metrics for an outdated retail world, including same-store sales. Having effective KPIs is critical not only for reporting purposes, but also to understand what is and is not working in your business to drive strategic decisions. Identifying the right performance metrics should be a priority for retail CFOs who are charged with quantifying and communicating their business value, and making investment decisions, but just 1-in-10 say it is their greatest personal challenge.

Conversion rate, sales-per-unique-customer and average order are the most-cited modern metrics, but still, less than half of retail CFOs say their business tracks them. Across the board, more Thrivers than those who say they are just surviving track nearly every new KPI. These businesses realize that in-depth insights into metrics like friction across the customer journey and the lifetime value of a customer can make or break the overall health of a brand.

Rational retailers have a strong sense of their strengths and weaknesses, and the ability to benchmark against peers.

TOP KPIs USED BY RETAILERS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>KPI</th>
<th>Percentage</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Conversion Rate</td>
<td>47%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sales per Unique Customer</td>
<td>45%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Average Order Value</td>
<td>43%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Foot Traffic</td>
<td>39%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Revisit Rate</td>
<td>36%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Same Trade Area Sales-Growth</td>
<td>36%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Customer Journey Performance Levers</td>
<td>33%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shopping Cart Abandonment</td>
<td>33%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shrinkage</td>
<td>24%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>None of the Above</td>
<td>2%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Survey Demographics

Average Tenure in Current CFO Role: 4.9 years

50% Private
50% Public

Revenue:
- $250M-$500M: 25%
- $501M-$750M: 34%
- $751M-$999M: 24%
- $2B-$3B: 5%
- $1B-$2B: 12%

Retail Segments:
- Big Box Retailer: 26%
- Department Store: 28%
- Pure Play E-commerce: 14%
- Specialty Retailer: 25%
- Discount Retailer: 7%
ABOUT BDO RETAIL & CONSUMER PRODUCT PRACTICE

BDO has been a valued business advisor to retail and consumer products companies for 100 years. The firm works with a wide variety of clients across the sector, ranging from multinational Fortune 500 corporations to more entrepreneurial businesses, on myriad accounting, tax and other financial issues.

ABOUT BDO USA

BDO is the brand name for BDO USA, LLP, a U.S. professional services firm providing assurance, tax, and advisory services to a wide range of publicly traded and privately held companies. For more than 100 years, BDO has provided quality service through the active involvement of experienced and committed professionals. The firm serves clients through more than 65 offices and over 700 independent alliance firm locations nationwide. As an independent Member Firm of BDO International Limited, BDO serves multi-national clients through a global network of more than 88,000 people working out of more than 1,600 offices across 167 countries and territories.

BDO USA, LLP, a Delaware limited liability partnership, is the U.S. member of BDO International Limited, a U.K. company limited by guarantee, and forms part of the international BDO network of independent member firms. BDO is the brand name for the BDO network and for each of the BDO Member Firms. For more information please visit: www.bdo.com.

Material discussed is meant to provide general information and should not be acted on without professional advice tailored to your needs.
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